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Realdania has funded the art – and garden project in connection to 
the restoration of Frederik VIII's Palace of Amalienborg, Copenhagen. 

Realdania has also contributed to the funding of A Modern Royal 
Household.

We would also like to thank the following foundations for their 
contribution to the realization of the cultural programme during the 

Danish EU Presidency:
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See www.eu2012.dk/culture for more information.

CVs of the Danish artists can be found at www.dkibenelux.org
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A Modern  
Royal Household

A Modern Royal Household is an exhibition of the exceptional 
restoration and contemporary artistic decoration of Frederik 

VIII’s Palace in Amalienborg, Copenhagen. The restoration was 
carried out between 2004 and 2010 to make the palace a proper 
new residence for the Danish Crown Prince Couple. 

Both the restoration and the artistic interior decorations stand 
out as significant examples of the skills of Danish craftsmanship, 
architecture and art. 

A Modern Royal Household provides the public with a notable 
insight into the maintenance and modernization of a piece of 
Danish cultural heritage with a focus on the contemporary artistic 
decorations. Last, but not least, the exhibition shows how a 
modern, royal family with four children lives today.



The contemporary art  
in the palace

To ask contemporary artists to decorate rooms and buildings is 
a tradition that has been practised for centuries, especially at 

the royal courts of Europe. Nevertheless it is daring and visionary 
to ask contemporary artists of today to decorate a palace from the 
18th century. 

Today art is characterized by its autonomy and by its intertwining 
with society – often by commenting on or even opposing its 
structures, power relations etc. This makes it courageous of both 
the Crown Prince Couple and the ten invited artists Olafur Eliasson, 
Jesper Christiansen, Erik A. Frandsen, Tal R, John Kørner, Kathrine 
Ærtebjerg, Morten Schelde, Signe Guttormsen, Eske Kath and 
Kaspar Bonnén to participate in this project. 

The artists have risen to the challenge of decorating a historical 
building and royal residence in quite different ways but they have 
all given the palace a modern touch and contributed to signaling 
that the royal Danish family is modern and keeps up with the 
times. 

Some of the artists have been inspired by the aesthetics and 
atmosphere of the building and the specific room they were 
asked to decorate, for instance Kathrine Ærtebjerg, Kaspar Bonnén 
and Eske Kath. Others have reflected on the cultural context and 
tradition their work is part of. That is in the sense that they have 
decorated a royal palace with the aura that implies. This can for 
instance be seen in the works of Jesper Christiansen and Morten 
Schelde who have both included motifs and references to the 
history and life of the Crown Prince Couple and the present time 
in more general terms. 

The rooms decorated with contemporary art are part of the Crown 
Prince Couple's official residence and they will as such be seen by 
people from all over the world.

You can find more information about the artists on  
www.dkibenelux.org.

The photos of A Modern Royal Household are published in the book Frederik 
VIII’s Palace – Restoration, Rebuilding and Artistic Decoration – the book 
is for sale at The Danish Cultural Institute/Benelux for €25 – Rue Royale/
Koningstraat 35, 1000 Bruxelles/Brussel.

Frederik VIII’s Palace-  
a historical building

Amalienborg and Frederik VIIÍ s Palace are sublime examples 
of the emblematic historical styles rococo and late French 

Empire. The modernization of Frederik VIII’s Palace was made in 
respect of the original plan for the palace and the clear floor plan, 
symmetry and elegance make it an extraordinary example of 
rococo architecture. 

Another feature of the palace is the reintroduction of late French 
Empire in the interior of the palace. The palace was renovated 
extensively in 1827-28 in this style with its characteristic colourful 
stucco ceilings and gildings. It was later painted in monochrome 
colours, mainly white, but the renovation in 2004-2010 brought 
back the consistent colouring and elaborate details.

The Crown Prince Couple has been deeply involved in the 
renovation of the palace, especially in the colouring of walls and 
ceilings. But above all they have made a historical imprint on the 
palace through their courageous and visionary choice to allow ten 
contemporary artists to decorate some of the rooms in the palace.


